Ways to participate

TRAINING COURSES
IAIA14 offers a wide range of exceptional pre-meeting training courses, with several one- or two-day options on 6-7 April. See “Training Courses” for course descriptions and registration information.

SPECIAL AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Social events such as the welcome reception, banquet, and more provide wonderful networking opportunities, local color, a chance to meet new people and to connect with long-time friends. Plan to participate in as many of these events as you can fit into your week.

OPENING SESSION
The opening session will include addresses by high-profile keynote speakers and representatives of the host country.

THEME FORUMS
Theme forums are “cut-above” presentations and discussions which draw together major threads of the conference theme. For more information, see “Technical Program.”

CONCURRENT THEMATIC SESSIONS
Each day of the conference will offer topical tracks related to the conference theme.

CONCURRENT SESSIONS
A number of presentations related to impact assessment, but not necessarily related to the theme of the conference, will be offered. Many of these sessions will be specific to IAIA’s special-interest Sections and will highlight topics in their areas of interest or follow up with sessions from IAIA13 and previous years.

INDABA
IAIA provides space for impromptu discussions and “pop-up” topics in unanticipated/unscheduled areas of interest. “Indaba” sessions, from a concept first introduced at IAIA95 in South Africa, are held at the end of each day, with the opportunity to “schedule” your topic throughout the day. The informality and spontaneity guarantee a lively end to each day’s sessions.

POSTER SESSION AND EXHIBITS
Every conference sees an increasingly sophisticated presentation of posters and professional exhibitions. IAIA14 will not disappoint. See Information about the poster session in “Technical Program,” and information for exhibitors in “Sponsors and Exhibitors.”

THINGS TO DO

- Register for a Training Course
- Be inspired by the Keynote Speaker
- Attend the AGM
- Submit a Topic on-Site for the Indaba
- Be a Sponsor or Exhibitor
- Visit the Posters and Exhibits
- Participate in a Technical Visit
- Network During Breaks
- Simply Attend and Enjoy the Conference!

TECHNICAL VISITS
See “Technical Visits” for the variety of IAIA14 technical visit options. Technical visits are offered before and after the conference proper, providing an additional opportunity to learn, participate, and meet new people on a one-to-one basis.

CLOSING PLENARY
How can you integrate the dozens of ideas, topics, challenges and debates of an entire week? How can you apply lessons learned to the way forward in impact assessment? How can you hear about the main findings of sessions you weren’t able to attend? Come and listen, participate, and be motivated.

AWARDS
IAIA’s awards are presented throughout the conference. Who will win the prestigious honors associated with the annual IAIA awards?

GREEN YOUR TRAVEL
IAIA takes steps to reduce the impact of our conferences, such as limiting printed materials, contracting with venues that provide green programs, using bulk servings, and more. See the IAIA14 Web page (Planning Your Stay > Green Travel) for carbon offset program suggestions to green your travel.

AND MORE...
See the pages that follow for details and check the IAIA Web site for continuing updates (www.iaia.org).